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llTOrino” Elll”&&s. l-~l_).-!rTorino ~30-31-321! and ________––_____ The
mod.elsdesignated IITorino 30, 71, 3211 are horizontal tail
surfaces of rectangular, triangular,””and elliptical plan
form and all of the same profile section, ,as indicated in
figure 1- The geometrical’ characteri sties.of .!’Torino El’!
are shown in figure 2. The tests on these models were car-
ried out under the initiative of General CrOcco following a
request by the Miaistryof Aeronautics, the,object being to
determizle the ef:e.ct of the propeller slipstream on the
aerodynamical char,~cteristics of the horizontal stabilizer.
The results which are here presented correspond to a first
series of tests made without an interposed wing and,in
which the distance betl.veen the plane of the pro~eller disk
and the tail was maintained constant. Other tests which
are now tieirig conducted are devoted to a study of the ef-
fect on the tail interference brought about by either vary-
ing the distance between the propeller and wing or placing
a ??ing at different nosit”ions between” tlie stabilizer and
propeller. The test” set-up is s~own in figure ~.
.
The propeller, of’ diameter D = 600 millimeters equal
to the span of tlze tail surfaces tested, and bf Ditch
540 millimeters measured at 0.785 radius, is motited o: =
the progeller balance described in the first series of
these ”reports and which perrni,ts”the yropeller axis to be
set at any angle of yam with respect to the wind direction.
The stabilizer, by means of a rigid. arm, is supported on
the universal balance having three fulcrums, described in
I!l~ Laboratorio di Aerona.utica del R“; pOlitecnico di Tori-
no” (Journal of the National Association of Italian Engi-
neers, 1920) by the fiirector of the la.bdratory, Professor
Pailetti, and is atranged with the plane of symmetry hori-
zontal (the span therefore vertical). In order to be able
to keep the relative nosition of the tail with respect to”
the propeller unc.hang”ad a,t any deflection and. measur,e the
rolling moments exerted on the tail surface by the action
of the propeller, the latter was suspended in the wind tun--
nel in the following manner: The vertical arm A of the
————- —.—— ______ _________ .___—__——————————
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lalance which transmits the aerodynamic forces to the 3al-
ance carries a horizontal sleeve B, which in turn sup-
ports on ball hearings a horizontal tube C through which
there runs shaft D ‘terminating in horizontal tube E,
normal to D. Within tube II runs the rod F which may
thus be set at any horizontal distance from the tunnel ax-
is. The rcd P has a circular slot opening within which
moves the circular sector H to which the model is rigid-
ly attached. By thus combining the rotation about the
vertical axis L with the horizontal displacements along
1 and D, the displacement of the stabilizer may be re-
duced to a rotation about the same vertical axis K about
which the propeller is made to turn to give the desired
angle of yaw a. Pressure and stop screws permit the mod-
el to ‘oe fixed in any position. Since the horizontal tube
C which supports the shaft bearing the model is borne by
sleeve B fixed to the balance arm by ball bearing, the
rolling moment is measured by another balance to which the
moment is transmitted by wires at the ends of a horizontal
rod carried by shaft D,
For each angle of yaw a of the propeller axis with
respect to the wind direction there were measured the lift
and the rolling moments of the tail, the coefficient of
the thrust and torque, and the side force and corresponding
torque due to the deviation of the thrust line from the
wind direction and the measurements were taken over the en-
tire range of values of Y between zero and maximum aero-
dynamic pitch. No determinations were made of the tail
drag tecause the thrust was sufficiently large compared to
the drag of the model to make the measurement of the latter
of little im,portanceo The torque and force coefficients
of the ,propeller at vario?ls angles of yaw were determined
by the method indicated by the director of the laboratory
in the first of these series of reports. The measurement
of the lift of the tail was obtained with the three-fulcrum
balance with the rigid. arm, while the rolling moments were
measured with the wire balance with the model mounted as
a,bove described. The results of the tests are shown for
the propeller in figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, and for the sta-
bilizers in figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, and 18.
From the curves of figures 4 and 5 it may be seen
that the angle z has the effect of increasing the thrust
coefficient -i and the torque coefficient K but if an-
gles not greater than 20° are considered and the same co-
efficients are referred not to Y = V/QR hut to “fe =
V cos a/Q.R these increases, as may be seen from figures
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6 and 7, are small encugh to be neglected, in complete
agreement with the theoretical prediction. Thus , f~r ex-
*. ample, the increase in -T corresponding to a = 20 is
,,
barely 9 “percent for Ye = 0.3, and 398 percent for Ye =
0.2, while the increase in K is 6.1 percent for Ye =
,:
Ii ,0.25., A slight discrepancy is shown tin the diagram of K
.$ as a function of’ m, for Ye =0.3. ‘ ,1, ..
i: ,,, ,.’
t }. ,,\
1. The side thrust coefficients h vary for each value
1; of Ye in the abeve range of aL, almost linearly with a
,. as figure 6’ shows and the slopes (ah/a~)
Ye=const
o’btain”ed
experimentally agree suite well with those deducible from
the theory of a propeiler yawed to the wind. direction.
This is, in fact, the reason that the coefficient of
side thrust (reference l). h may be put in the form h=
,,
hD + where S is the tctal blade area of the propeller
of radius R an d hD is given’ by
hD = ~ I’. -[?’O cm’ cCPo + cc) (WC)+ 6,)1 (5)
where , in accord~.nce!~ith thi usual symbols adopted in the
theory of Professor Pistolesi
putting C!Os ae = 1; v and w being the induced axial and
rotational increments; cm!
..
is the angular coefficient of
lift for infinite s~a,n ~~~d in the develoged computation
may be put equal to .2.8;
~ is the value of Y. corre-
sponding to the aerodynamic i>itch of the propeller. To!
$0$ aild !31 are the functions of ~ introduced by Profes-
sor Pistolesi in the above theory and. whose values corre-
s~”onding to the various v~.lues of ~ are tabulated in
Pistolesil”s paper “A Simplified. Theory for the Study of
Propellers” (Rend.iconti Tecnici e sperimentali di Aeronau-
tic, March 1923) and in the oaper by ‘the .sam.e author “Ef-
7. feet of Angle of yaw on the Propeller Chara.cterist.its”
(L~Aerotecnica, 1925). (See alsc Panetti, reference 1.]
(8) is the tangent of the effective angle of yaw ae
corresponding to the a-oparent angle CL and for the range.
of a considered may be assumed as equal to the value of
the :n.gle ae itself, while COS me may be ,put equal to”
1, so that
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x
ae =cL - -..——————-
2(V+V)
where x is the increment normal to V induced hy the
propeller at infinity. .,
The increments x and v corres~onding to definite
values of Y and a are determined without difficulty
by mea,iis of the theorems of the change in momentum of the
,ma,ss,affectei! by the propeller along and normal to V.
There are obtained, respectively (reference 2):
F
I-T Rap ! (V+vj cos z - ~ sin m12V = T cos c!,- H sin a =L
1
= p R4Q2(T cos a-h sin a,) (1)
r
T-r R2p I (V+v)(l+cos a,)-: 1sin a ,x=p R4Q2(T sin a+h cos a)
L -1
.-
In the first of equations (1) if ~’~ sin m is neg-
lected in comparison with (1 + v/V) cos z as may justi-
fiatily he done in view cf the order of magnitude of the
Val”ues of CL an d YJ2V , there is obtained.:
where TC=T - h tan m. It is important to note that To
is likewise to a. close Approximation the coefficient of
thrust of the propeller without Xaw corresponding to the
——.-.......——.——
sar,e vclue of Y. The correction term for T for an inci-
dence of the propeller disk a, is, in fact,
which coincides with expression h tan a except for terms
like that containing the coefficient of form drag whose
order of magnitude is small enough to be negligible. It
is t’hus -permissible to calculate the increment in the ve-
loci”ty as though the prcpeller were not yawed to the wind
direction provided that the increment is disposed not along
the propeller axis but along the asymptotic wind direction,
This important property is confirmed by the test results
as shown in takle I.
From the second of’ equations (l), we thus have:
,,.
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~,
i-
T sin a + h cos a
-—--- _____ ______ ____
$“= 1-rY.2-(1,+ Co,s Ct).
,,71+9
so “that
.,
~ f(Y) Uex TU+RZ
ae =a-——=a -2V
-—.. -— -.. ——---—
4Tr @ ( ~+~\ v)
(3)
(4 j
where Y is the apparent velocity “ratio corresponding to
the effective ratio Y. and
f(Y) = *YO [?’O cm’ ~ Qo + co (to + 9,)1
From equation (4) we obtain:
‘e
1- T——————_—- ----
41-fYz (
~+;
)= --—— ________________
1 + -s= ____:ixl _____
R a“~(’+:)
a a
and therefore
a=O
The above formulas were used for calculating the values of
i3h/aa, putting S/R2 = 0.19, “[= 0.335, and assuming:
Cmt = 2.$3, co = 00.1,” cpo = 1.467, Eil = 0.425, $0 = 0.62.
The computations are given in the table below.
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The agreement between the computed and test results
shown in the 1~.st column of the ta%le appears to be very
good even for the smallest values of ‘Y. The importance of
this result, n-s brought out on figures 6 and ?, showing
the effect of a on the coefficients T and K, lies
essentially in the possibility of determining the aerody-
namic elements of the propeller, necessary for the computa-
tion of the interference of the latter on the other air-
plane ,parts, from the propeller characteristics calculated
or derived experimentally for zero angle” between thrust
line and wind direction.
The effect which the propeller slipstream produces on
the lift of the tail is “clearly shown in figures ~-,11.
It is immediately evident that the increment in the lift
increases a.s Y decreases. The relative increment de-
creases, however, at larger angles m. a fact which may
at least qualitatively be ex-olained if it is observed that
the portion of the stabil.ize~ which lies in the propeller
slipstream! is sn!e.ller the larger the angle a.
In order to obtain a. good interpretation of the test
results, it is convenient to compare the results with
those obtainable by the theory based on the consideration
of a perfect fluid in which the damping of the vortices
and the resulting deformation of the propeller wake is not
considered.
If, in the determination cf tho lift of the tail, the
rotational increments induced by the propeller are not
taken into account, these increments producing essentially
a dissymmetry in the distribution of the circulation along
the stabilizer span, and the stabilizer is assumed to be
completely immersed in the propeller slipstream, the lift
coefficient CD becomes
where Ic? o is the angular lift coefficieilt of the tail
surface for the locked propeller and th,crefore zero incre-
ment v ~~hile Ui e denotes the change iri the incidence
on the tail resulting from the propeller action. But
CL-j, = ‘———--——L—
e ‘ (~+?-)
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ihere x iS the ‘increment defined above normal to ““VA We
>- oltain:
“’(l+ $S-;P;’+ G’+%--) ““ ““’5’Cp = Cpo
. .,,”
The first term of the second member of (5) in which CP ~
is the” coefficient of lift. Of the tail with propeller”
“ locked, defines the effect of the increment in velocity
produced by the proneller while’ the second term c“o”r’re-
sponds to the effect of the wind deviation. Equation (5)
is identical in form with the stability formula “of G. k.
Crocco (reference’ 3), giving’ the interference of the pro-
peller on the stabilizer. ..
The values of the increments 2v/V, and X/iv, corre-
sponding to the various angles a at which the tests were
con:!.ucted, wera comnuted for the values of ‘Y eqUal tO
@.3iJ, S.25, !-).2C),-0.15, O*1Q by means of formulas (2)
and (3) and from the diagrams of figurer 4 and” 5. The
results of the computations are given in table I , ~n
which are al SO inclic~.ted. the computed values of c and
p
compared with those determined experimentally. The dia-
grams for the calculated values o“f Cp ha,ve been drawn on
figures 3 and 21. From these it may be seen that the
agreement between theory and experiment is sufficiently
good. on the average until angles above 10o are considered~
Tlie reason for the appreciable departure of the theoretical ,
from the experimental results at the higher angles is imme- .
diately evident on examination of figure 14 showing the
wake or slipstream for aniTles u of 15° and 20°. It is ,’”.
seen that for cf.= -;50 about 40 percent of the tail is
outside the sli~stream. The theoretical determination of
tihe aerodynamic characteristics of the stabilizer under
these conditions is extremely difficult, chiefly on account
of the phenomenon of diffusion and extinction of the vor-
ticity is a result cf “the viscosity. ‘Zt”-”is’nevertheless
easy to see that there motild be a very strong decrease in
the velocity increm~nt. and. therefore in the lift of the
,-?
t~il. This is further confirmed by the fact that the angle ‘t
at ‘ivhich maximum lift occurs is smaller the smaller the
value of ‘Y (figs. B’ and21). .
In.order to, Sive a better comparison of the experimen-
tal results with those of the simplified theory developed,
it is convenient to mut eotiation” ’(5) in a different forma
It is “seen from figu”re 22 where the angles of deviation
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x/v , are plotted. for various ~alue.s of V against the an-
gles of yaw u; that in complete agreement with the the@-
ry of a yawed propeller, in the ra,nge of incidence consid-
ered,
x
—=cp(Y) (-tT (6)
that is, the angle of deviation of the flow for each value
of the ratio V is proportional to the angle of yaw a.
The v~.lues of cp(~) for each value of Y are given in
figure 12 arid.table 11.
Sulstit.uting now in eauations (5) and (6) and denot-
ing by 13 the angle that the line of zero lift of the
tail makes with the propeller axis, me have:
from which the result is obtained. that the lift coefficient
of the stabilizer in the presence of the propeller for ev-
ery constant value of Y is
!=~ 2 /1!(1 +2;) cp(Y))CP Po \ \ J-—.-——..=1+2+ C%’(+w’’+y)’ ‘7)
.-
while the.,increment in the ?.ng”le of zero lift is
(8)
The values of
c1?1
and Ac calculated by the above
formulas are compared with the experimental values in ta-
ble 13 and figure 13. It may be seen that the agreement
is better i’or the deviation AC of the angle of zero lift
akd hence for the deviation of the flow produced by the pro-
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peller than for the coefficient cm 1. For the latter the
,.>.,. approximation .o.f ~.he,theoretical r~sults is, good only for
. . ..,,
Y < 0.25. .,
Figures 15-18 give the coefficients of rolling moment
Crnr defined by
‘Mr “
-———- -—Cmr = f9)
.,, psv ‘t m
in which ~m is the mean chord of the stabilizer .,
“(tmr = .ar.ea/span )
.
as a fun”etion of the incidence a for the various values
of y already considered.. The rolling moments, as has
already been noted, result from the velocity increments
produced by the propeller and which at two wing sectiens
at equal distances from the Plane of symmetry determine
in.crement~ Am that may he assumed equal and opposite;
i.e,, for an element at distance r from the said plane,
if. w is ,the induced a,ngular velocity increment Aa =
* rw . There is thus obtained for the rolling moment
,V + 2V
over the entire tail :irea:
where K is a constant whose value depends on the dis-
tribution law of ‘the increments induced by the propeller
along the tail span and also on the tail plan form, while
D denotes the propeller diameter. Substituting the ex-
pression ,for Mr there is obtained:given by (10),
T,he mean increments WI/n may be computed by means of
the equation
(12)
Applying equation (11) for ,the dete,rminationof the
coefficients for. u =Cmr 0 and putting for the values
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of Cmr those given by the tests and which result from
figures 15 and 18, there are obtained. the values of %
given in the ta.hle below. It is_immediately evident that
the variations in the constant h due either to variations
of Y or of the plan form are rather small except near the
value of ‘Y = 0.3 which is near the aerodynamic pitch of
the propeller. It should likewise be observed that for
the rectangular tail the value of
~ would be i = 1/6 =
0.167 if the lift were uniform along the span and the in-
crements induced by the propeller were likewise constant.
—————-.——..——_________________
‘Y
1000 K
1000 ~
C2
c
mr ‘
rectangular stabilizer
Cmr! elliptical stabilizer
Cmr, triangular stabilizer
( rectangular stabilizer
x ) elliptical stabilizer
[ triangular stabilizer
—.___--___— ________ ______________
---.——..——-
0.3
2.4’
5.1
.025
.024
.02
.278
.278
.243
.———————
.--—.-———
0.25
4.95
12.2
.034
,~72
.03
.127
.127
.122
—-..-————
.——__——-
0.20
6.2
18.4
.055
.0.52
.046
.105
.105
.096”
As a ir.creases, according to equation (11), t
ef’ficients would remain constan~ if j.i were not for
———————
0.15
6.7
24.2
.105
.103
.083
.105
.105
.091
———————
e co-
mall
v~,ri~,tions in W/n due to the yaw of the propeller, for
all the values of m corresponding to the straight-line
portion of the lift curve. The test curves are in fact
horizontal tan~ents for CL=o and decrease rapidly for an
n.n<le of incidence th:i,t is less than the critical. This is
& consequence of the fact already pointed out that as the
ya17 c.ngle a increases, an increasingly larger portion of
the stabilizer lies cutsid.e the propel.ler slipstream and
that yorticn bcifig further removed from the axis has the
maximum efficiency as far as producing the roliing moment
is concerned. The moment which was to the right reverses,
although always remaining very small , for a value of a
less than 10° at Y = 0.30 while the knee of the lift
curve lies at less thp.n 16°. This alsc explains the very
large values of % for values of Y near Ys correspond-
ing to the ~,erodyn~.rnic pitch, In the neighborhood of
,.. ,
. . . ,
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w= o the ratio of the maximum to the mean increment in-
creases rapidly because for one part of the radius the in-
-> ..-
crernent changes sign fo’r’a ‘val’ue of Y near %ut less than,
?~. ~
If it is desired to take accountof the: circumstance
that the plane of the tail is not completely immersed in
the propeller slipstream, it is necessary to multiply the
coefficient cmr given by equation. (11) by the reduction
factor
[, 1
3/a “;
A=l- L:-Q: ‘[1 - qll(Y )f
. . . . ...
where L is the distance of the stabilizer from the pro-
peller disk. It is thus seen tha,t the decrease in the
rolling-moment coefficient is at least qualitatively given
by the theoretical formula.
It is still of interest to express the rolling moments
on the tail caused by the rotational increment$induced by
the propeller as a function of the engine torque C applied
to the propeller. We obtain:
The other tests in the program undertaken by the Aero-
nautical Laboratory were devoted., as has already been said
above, to the determination of the effect of the propeller
on the lift of the stabilizer in the presence of a wing
placed at different positions with respect to the propeller
and with different positions of the stabilizer. The re-
sults of these tests, which mere carried out on the appa-
ratus described in the Experimental Reports, Series 1, and
on the 6-component balance described in this paper, will be
presented in a later series of these reports.
Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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TABLE II. Rectangular Surface
Ele-
vator
set-
ting 0°
CP ‘
exper-
imental
—.—..——
1.62
1.81
1,95
2.1
2.24
- ...——
Elevator
setting
15°
CP‘
xper-
mental
—-
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1.85
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2.09
2.35
3.2
.———
ACO
exper-
imental
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.50
.80
1.6
2.9
——
1+?
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1.19
1.34e
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~
P(’Y)
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Figure 8.- Lift curves of tail of rectangular
plan form. Torino 30.
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Figure 4.- Yaw tests,2-blademetal propeller,
Torino 3 1. p/D= 0.9
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Figure 5.- Yaw tests,2-blade metal propeller,
Torino E 1. p/D= 0.9
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Yigure 9.- Lift curves of tail
of triangular plan
form , Torim 31. Angle of tail
setting O? p/D=0.9
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Figure l!).-Lift ourvem of tail
of elliptical plan
form. Torino 32. Angle of tail
setting O? p/D=O.9
Fig&e il.-Lift curves of rectmgular tail.
Torino 30.
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Figure 15.- Rolling-moment curves
of tail of rectangular
plan form . Torino 30. Angle of tail
aettlng OO., p/D4.9
Figure 16.- Rolling+noment curves
of tail of triangular
plan form. Tor%no 31. Anglo of t~~l
satting OO. p/D=O.9
Figure 17.- Relling-momnt curves
of tail of elliptical
plan fem. Torino 32. Angle of tail
setting OO. p/D=O.9
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E’igure18.- Rolling-moment ourvos
plan ferm. Torino 30.
150. p/D==O.9
of tail of rectangular
Aagla of tall letting
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